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Abstract 
 

Currently, gas-based firefighting systems tend to release fire extinguishing agent at pressures of around 100 bar or more for quick fire-

fighting. The flow noise produced by the agent discharge is approximately 140 dB, which is similar to fireworks. This powerful sound 

pressure level (SPL) results in equipment failure during the fire suppression process, accelerating the movement studies to reduce flow 

noise. Most previous studies have selected design parameters such as packing density, porosity, and absorbent arrays, but these factors 

alone do not address noise reduction issues. The methods used in this study constitute the thickness of the absorber in the nozzle. The 

sound absorber plays an important role in absorbing sound pressure by flow noise depending on its shape. In this study, numerical analy-

sis was performed using ANSYS CFX ver. 18.1 to investigate the characteristics of flow noise and sound absorption. The thickness of 

the absorber shall be reduced or increased by 1 mm in relation to 86 mm. In particular, if the absorber diameter increases by 2 mm in the 

newly designed model, SPL is shown at 121.55 dB, down 9.3 % from the reference model. 
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1. Introduction 

Discharging the gaseous extinguishing agent generates a strong 

flow noise of about 139 dB. This noise level makes the flow noise 

similar to fireworks because gas-based fire extinguishing systems 

use high pressure vessels of 100 bar or more for prompt fire sup-

pression [1]. In particular, when the sound pressure level exceeds 

130 dB, the hard disk drive (HDD), which is an electronic product, 

is damaged and cannot be recovered. The vibrations generated by 

flow noise can cause head collisions in the magnetic layer of the 

disk surface. When a head crash occurs for the first time, the parti-

cle quickly collides and wears down in the storage chassis system 

[2, 3]. Since the data storage device is damaged by the flow noise 

during the fire suppression process, the research is needed to de-

crease this noise. Jang [4] selected the nozzle hole configuration, 

the number of outlet holes and the arrangement of sound absor-

bents as design variables. And then reported that the experimental-

ly selected optimal design parameter was reduced the noise gener-

ated from the porous air nozzles. Jeon et al. [5] investigated the 

discharge characteristics according to the discharging hole area in 

the gaseous extinguishing nozzle. In this study, the change of hole 

size, mass flow rate and injection pressure were set as design pa-

rameters. Meanwhile, the fire extinguishing agents from the noz-

zle can resolve the noise reduction by distributing the pressure 

through porous tubes. Lee [6] experimented with the flow noise of 

supersonic exhaust nozzles in porous tubes. The porosity of the 

porous tube caused both impact noise and turbulence mixture to 

occur. The noise reduction effect was an average of 5 dB as a 

result of changing the porosity of the tubes. Gwak et al. [7] studied 

the noise characteristics caused by supersonic jet airflow as the 

working fluid passed through the noise absorption material. By 

changing the shape of the absorbent, the pressure of the working 

fluid was reduced in the ceiling of the anechoic chamber. In addi-

tion, the intensity of the scratches produced by sound waves was 

clearly reduced at the nozzle outlets. Suh [8] selected diameter, 

length, and porosity of the absorbent body as design parameters. 

The loss of entry and noise characteristics resulting from passing 

noise absorption materials were then investigated according to the 

change in flow rate at the inlet. Experiments and numerical studies 

on absorber are currently being investigated, but most studies have 

been performed on packing density, porosity, and absorber ar-

rangements. The sound pressure level was measured by establish-

ing an observation point at a specified distance from the fire ex-

tinguisher, since noise reduction performance according to the 

form of absorbent shall be preceded. Following the numerical 

analysis, the performance improvement was tested using absorbent 

material of the silent fire extinguishing nozzle. The reference 

model for this study is the gaseous extinguishing nozzle provided 

by J company in Korea. The design parameters were selected as 

the ratio of the absorber thickness inside the nozzle to the diameter 

of the discharging hole. 

2. Numerical Analysis 

2.1. Model Description 

Figure 1 shows a quarter of the gaseous extinguishing nozzle 

model. Gaseous extinguishing nozzle is largely divided into four  
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Table 1: Design variables of the gaseous extinguishing nozzle. 

Case 
Discharging hole diameter, 

D1 [mm] 

Absorbent diameter, 

D2 [mm] 

Aspect ratio 

(D2 / D1) 

Case 1 

40 

82 2.050 

Case 2 83 2.075 

Case 3 84 2.100 

Case 4 85 2.125 

Case 5 (Ref.) 86 2.150 

Case 6 87 2.175 

Case 7 88 2.200 

Case 8 89 2.225 

Case 9 90 2.250 

 
Fig. 1: A quarter configuration of the reference model of extinguishing nozzle. 

 
Fig. 2: The nozzle body and flow domain of the grid system. 

 
Fig. 3: The grid dependency test. 

 

parts as an inlet, the inner flow path, the absorbent area and the 

discharging hole.The number of discharging holes was 8 in a quar-

ter of the nozzle, and the diameter was 40 mm. The distance be-

tween the discharging holes was set to 20 mm. Also, the flow area 

is composed of 620 mm in width, 100 mm in length, and 350 mm 

in height. The absorbent composed of aluminum was designed to 

abut the inner flow path in the shape attached to the inside of the 

nozzle, and the porosity was structured to 0.3. The design parame-

ter was selected as the diameter ratio of the discharging hole and 

the absorbent, and the diameter of the absorbent was changed 

based on thickness of 86 mm. The nine different models were used 

to determine the performance of the design variables on the flow 

noise reduction of the extinguishing nozzle. Table 1 shows the 

cases according to design variables. 

2.2. Governing Equations 

The three-dimensional, unsteady, compressible, supersonic flow 

fields were calculated using the following governing equations:  

 

2.2.1. Continuity 

 
  

  
   (  )                                                                             (1) 

 

Momentum: 

 
 (  )
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where ρ is the density of the working fluid, u is the working fluid 

velocity, p is the pressure, τ is the viscous stress tensor. In this 

study, numerical analysis was performed to investigate transient 

state and compressible flow fields using ANSYS CFX ver. 18.1. 

The transient analysis was calculated 250 time steps, which are 

divided by 0.02 seconds, under the condition that the working 

fluid was discharged for 5 seconds. The nitrogen (N2) was used as 

the working fluid for the extinguishing agent, and the mass flow 

rate was set 1 kg/s at the inlet of the nozzle. The SST (Shear Stress 

Transport) model proposed by Menter was used as a turbulence 

model to adequately simulate the flow separation phenomenon on 

the wall [9]. This turbulence model has the advantage of analyzing 

complex turbulence near the wall and accurately calculating the 

pressure-induced flow separation [10]. 

2.3. Grid System 

Figure 2 shows a detailed grid system. Grid systems for analysis 

and absorbent systems are composed of tetrahedron mesh in the 
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fluid domain. The overlap layers for calculation forms the five 

thicknesses to improve the precision of numerical analysis on the  

boundary layer. The first layer height was applied under the condi-

tion of y+< 75 from the wall. Furthermore, a grid dependency test 

was performed as shown in Fig. 3. The lowest sound pressure 

levels were investigated as averages, increasing each of the 

100,000 grids to 2.3 million from the 1.7 million basic values. 

Average sound pressure values, which are performance indicators, 

tend to eventually converge at 130.85 dB when the number of 

mesh is more than 2.1 million. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Noise Level 

Sound pressure levels are derived from three-dimensional transi-

ent RANS analysis [11]. And the flow noise was observed at eight 

monitoring points as shown in Fig. 4. Each monitoring point is 

measured at a point 50 mm vertically away from the discharge 

hole and the pressure was recorded every 0.02 seconds to calculate 

SPL. Sound pressure indicates the volume of sound produced 

when the sound waves are transmitted by vibrations in the air 

layer. At a speed of approximately 334 m/s the volume of sound 

can be expressed as quantitative sound energy in the standard 

atmosphere and applied a force of 1 m2 in a vertical direction for 1  

second. The ratio of the measured pressure to the reference pres-

sure means the sound pressure level and can be calculated as fol-

lows [12]: 

         
 

  
                                                                            (3) 

 

where SPL is the sound pressure level, p0 is the reference sound 

pressure in the atmosphere, and p is the sound pressure measured 

at the monitoring point. By testing the grid dependence, the aver-

age SPL result for the reference model was previously calculated 

at 130.85 dB with an absorbent of 86 mm. The mean SPL with 

121.55 dB was observed in Case 7 of the variation in absorption. 

This is the lowest level of noise among the nine cases. A reduction 

in flow noise was identified by changing the shape of the absorber. 

As a result, in Case 7, the average flow noise was reduced by 

9.3%. The results are shown in Fig. 5. 

3.2. Vortex Structure 

The vortex structure inside and outside the nozzle is shown in Fig. 

6. It can be graphically represented within the nozzle by vortex 

forming and turbulence. In this study, the vortex was investigated 

at 5 second points during the total discharge time. Case 5 is a ref-

erence model that has a significantly greater vortex structure than 

any other case. In particular, it can be seen that the formation of 

vortex is noticeably structured at the end area of the nozzle. This 

is corresponds to the highest noise level from points 6 to 8. Thus, 

the vortex core of Case 7 produces a much lower flow noise than 

Case 5. As a result of the vortex structure, it can be seen that the 

 
Fig. 4: The monitoring points of SPL in the vicinity of the discharging hole. 

 
(a) Case 5 (Ref. model) 

 
(b) Case 7 

Fig. 5: Comparison results of SPL at 8 different points. 
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turbulence inside the nozzle affects the flow noise. To understand 

this trend, the agent flowing through the inlet is represented by the  

Velocity component of Fig. 7. As shown by the red box, the area 

near No. 8 was composed of relatively dense vortices as compared 

to No. 6 and 7. In case of swirling strength, the average swirling 

strength of the reference model is 10054.54 s-1, and the improved 

model Case 7 is 949 s-1 in the vortex structure. This is similar to 

the tendency of SPL results. Based on the results, vortex structure 

is measured as a factor affecting flow noise. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, the effect of changes in the shape of absorbent on the 

flow noise of gas fire nozzles was investigated as a numerical 

method. To reduce the flow noise, aluminum absorption areas are 

attached inside the nozzle. The numerical analysis was then per-

formed by setting the aspect ratio of the absorber and the dis-

charge hole as a design variable. The results of this study are 

summarized as follows: 

1) The thickness of the absorbent in the nozzle affects the flow 

noise and vortex structure. 

2) The flow noise of the release agent increases as the vortex is 

generated near exits No. 6 ~ 8 of the internal flow path. 

3) If the absorbent diameter increases by 2 mm in the newly de-

signed model, SPL is shown at 121.55 dB, down 9.3 % from 

the reference model. 
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